We present a cosmographic study designed to test the simplest type of accelerating cosmological model: a flat universe with matter and a Cosmological Constant (Λ). Hubble series expansions are fit to the SCP Union2.1 compilation supernova data, in order to estimate the Hubble Constant (H0), the deceleration parameter (q0), and the jerk parameter (j0). Flat ΛCDM models require j0 = 1, regardless of how ΩTot = 1 is divided up between matter and Λ, thus providing us with a single-parameter test of the entire paradigm. Because of convergence issues due to supernova data with z > 1, we fit the data to series expansions in y-redshift as well as z-redshift; and to estimate the effects of "model-building uncertainty" -i.e., the extreme sensitivity of best-fit results to the choice of fitting model used, due to series truncation errors -we perform fits using five different distance indicator functions (from luminosity distance to angular diameter distance), and four different polynomial orders. Our principal findings are that one cannot yet use the current supernova data to reliably obtain more than four cosmological parameters (i.e., not beyond the snap parameter, s0); and that estimates even of j0 remain dominated by model-building uncertainties, beyond just statistical or systematic errors. Although j0 = 1 remains extremely consistent with the Union2.1 supernovae, the most restrictive bound that we can place upon the jerk parameter is j0 ∼ [−9.2, 9.8]. Since our inability to obtain more parameters from the data (and thus reduce the model-building uncertainty) appears to be due to the lack of sufficient supernovae with redshifts greater than z ∼ 1.4, it seems clear that stronger tests of the flat Λ paradigm must await the influx of new standard candle data, at the highest redshifts possible, from future surveys.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The discovery of the acceleration of the universe fifteen years ago [1, 2] solved certain major cosmological problems, such as the "Age Crisis", while reconciling the low density of matter (as inferred from structure formation) with the fact of overall spatial flatness [3] . As a consequence, however, it created a new, fundamental problem: the entirely unknown nature of the force, effect, or substance responsible for this observed cosmic acceleration.
Many different approaches have been taken towards explaining this (real or apparent) acceleration; and there is a voluminous literature on the different paradigms considered, which include modified gravity (see [4] for a review), inhomogeneity-perturbed observational effects [e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and structure-formation-induced "backreaction" [e.g., 14, 15, and references therein]. But in general, the conventional wisdom so far has involved the introduction of "Dark Energy" [16] , a hypothesized substance which possesses negative pressure to drive the acceleration, yet remains largely unclumped in order to avoid a conflict with structure formation models. But even if Dark Energy turns out to be the correct culprit, deter-mining the true nature of this mysterious substance represents an exceptionally difficult observational challenge.
The question of whether or not the Dark Energy is a Cosmological Constant (Λ) is an extremely consequential one. The predominance of Λ in the universe would lead to two well-known fine-tuning problems: one being the "Cosmological Constant Problem" [17] , relating to its magnitude being nonzero but far below the Planck (or any 'natural') scale; and the other being the "Coincidence Problem" [e.g., 18], the question of why Ω Λ ∼ O(1) · Ω M in the current epoch (just in time to be seen by observers like ourselves), rather than being unmeasurably small or fatally large. Furthermore, a study of virialization with Dark Energy [19] shows that Λ is not even on the continuum of perfect fluids with general w(z), but instead is a uniquely distinct entity. Thus the case for (or against) Λ is a question with far-reaching implications.
To determine the physical nature of the Dark Energy -i.e., its equation of state, w(z) ≡ P/ρ -one must place constraints up to (at least) the third-order term in the luminosity distance series expansions, since the first two terms tell us only about the present-day expansion rate (the Hubble Constant, H 0 ), and the amount of Dark Energy present (Ω Λ ). Measuring its time-evolving behavior (as determined by w(z)) requires information beyond those first two terms, and so is very difficult to estimate. The issue of determining how many accurately-estimated parameters can be obtained from cosmological data sets -and how best to obtain them -has been the subject of detailed analyses [e.g., 20, 21] , which generally highlight the difficulty of measuring w(z).
More optimistically, it is general practice [e.g., 22 ] to combine a variety of different, complementary data setssuch as compilations of Type Ia Supernovae (SNe), Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) maps, standard ruler measurements from Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO), and so on -to obtain constraints on w(z) which appear to be very precise, and which seem to make the Dark Energy very close to being a Cosmological Constant (for which one would have w(z) = −1, exactly). But in addition to the "Mirage of w = −1" effect [23] (for constant-w ≡ w 0 models), there is the fact that for any analysis which pushes the information content of the data to its limits -i.e., one with many hard-to-distinguish models that all fit the data well -it will be models with the fewest number of free parameters that are going to be favored. (For a discussion of the perils of "Occam's Razor", see [24] .) In the context of Dark Energy cosmologies, the models with the fewest adjustable parameters are the Cosmological Constant models, and so it is quite difficult to distinguish an actual confirmation of Λ from the possibility that w(z) simply cannot be measured very well yet.
Of all the different types of cosmological data sets, Type Ia supernova standard candles are the only data which directly and continuously trace out the cosmic expansion over a wide range of redshift; as a consequence, though beset by systematics [21] and large scatter, they are clearly the data most naturally suited for evaluating the cosmologically 'recent' onset of acceleration, and for detailing its precise time evolution. Furthermore, in the 9-Year WMAP CMB data release, it was specifically the supernova data set which dramatically drove the combined analysis towards the Λ condition of w(z) ≃ w 0 ≃ −1 (see Figure 10 of [25] ); and from the Planck 2013 CMB results, it is similarly clear (from their comparisons of different SNe compilations) that the preferred parameter space for the Dark Energy equation of state is particularly sensitive (see Figure 36 of [26] ) to the choice of SNe data set used. It is therefore crucial that we properly interpret the 'story' being told by the best available SNe data; and so, it is our goal in this paper to illustrate what the most critically relevant data setType Ia supernova standard candles -can and cannot prove about the Cosmological Constant, at the current time. In particular, we focus here upon the SCP Union2.1 SNe compilation [22] , arguably the most comprehensive homogeneously-analyzed supernova data set to date. Now, if one's primary question is to determine, "What kind of Dark Energy is accelerating the universe?", then the natural approach would be to evaluate time-varying equation of state (EoS) models for w(z) by adopting some preferred parameterization (such as "CPL" [27, 28] , w(z) = w 0 + w a [z/(1 + z)]+ · · ·), and fitting those parameters (w 0 , w a ) to the SNe data. But however common, this method has several disadvantages.
First, the negative-pressure properties of Dark Energy (DE) will ensure (in most models) that its density was significantly lower at high redshift (e.g., pure-Λ becomes sub-dominant to matter at around z > ∼ 1.2 or so, given the Planck results [26] ). As a major cosmological influence, DE must have appeared relatively recently to avoid having interfered with structure formation too early [3, 29] . Thus as the DE energy density drops at high redshift, w(z) becomes an increasingly limp probe of the evolution of the cosmic acceleration. This may perhaps be a contributing factor for why binned-z models fitted to the SNe data [22] produce little or no real constraints upon the Dark Energy density or EoS above z = 1 (and to some degree, even down to z = 0.5).
Second, if the goal is specifically to test the Cosmological Constant (as it is here), then Λ models -which have w(z) = P/ρ = −1 -must be constrained within a two-dimensional phase space of (w 0 , w a ), to test the data against the simultaneous requirements of w 0 = −1, w a = 0. But the limited information content within the data should not be diluted by dividing it into two different parameters, if possible; and so it will be preferable to test Λ by constraining a single parameter, instead: the "jerk parameter", j 0 , related to the third derivative of the scale factor a(t).
Lastly, the most fundamental information sought by cosmologists is not about what the Dark Energy is doing, but about what the Universe is doing. In the interest of remaining scientifically "agnostic" about the cause of the acceleration, and to place all of the possible alternatives (DE, backreaction, local voids, etc.) on an equal footing, it would be preferable not to assume any DE EoS function, "w(z)", at all. Rather, we choose here to use the kinematic approach known as "cosmography" [e.g., [30] [31] [32] , to directly extract the Hubble series from the data without employing any prior assumptions about the physics underlying the cosmic expansion history. Such independence is extremely important, as it is well known that the choice of fitting function can have a profound effect upon the fit results that are obtained. For example, in fitting the Riess Gold06 SNe sample [33] with the CPL parameterization, the best-fit w(z) function evolved very slowly and remained fairly consistent with Λ (i.e., w ≈ −1) at all times; while a different model with more freedom permitted non-monotonic and even oscillating solutions for w(z), with large excursions from w = −1 (see Figure 10 of [33] ). Thus Riess et al. [33] concluded that, "a simple dark-energy parameterization is equivalent to a strong and unjustified prior on the nature of dark energy." We therefore adopt cosmography here as a more assumption-poor (if not completely assumptionfree) approach to use.
In the cosmographic method, one expands the luminosity distance (or a related distance function) into a Taylor series in (some choice of) redshift parameter. The first three series terms introduce, respectfully, these fitting parameters evaluated at the current time (t = t 0 ): the Hubble Constant, H 0 ≡ȧ 0 /a 0 ; the deceleration parameter, q 0 ≡ −(ä 0 /a 0 )H −2 0 (which can be translated into an effective amount of "Dark Energy", Ω Λ ); and the jerk
(which could be translated into an evolving Dark Energy EoS, w(z) ∼ F (w 0 , w a ), if so desired). A key advantage for testing the Cosmological Constant with direct cosmography, is that a spatially flat universe (as is assumed everywhere in this paper) consisting only of matter and Λ, must have a jerk parameter that is exactly and permanently equal to unity [34] -i.e., j(z) ≡ j 0 = 1 for all time. That this is true regardless of how much "DE" (i.e., acceleration) there is -being completely independent of the relative amounts of Ω Λ and Ω M , as long as Ω Λ + Ω M = 1 -means that the hypothesis of "flat ΛCDM" can be falsified simply by searching for any deviation from j 0 = 1.
Cosmographic testing of j 0 via SNe data fitting has been done before, though with frustratingly discordant results. Most recent tests have used the SCP Union2 [35] supernova compilation (consisting of 557 SNe passing all data cuts, 23 fewer than Union2.1), in combination with different selections of auxiliary data sets being chosen for different analyses. For example, Xu and Wang [36] used Union2 SNe data (plus GRB and observational H(z) data, etc.) to obtain a Λ-consistent (but fairly weak) constraint of approximately j 0 ≃ −5 ± 7. Xia et al. [37] used different data set combinations (all in conjunction with Union2 SNe) for fitting luminosity distance curves, to obtain a variety of results from j 0 ≃ −7 all the way to j 0 ≃ 5, with the Λ-required result of j 0 ≡ 1 being within the uncertainties for some of the fitted data combinations, but lying far outside the error bars for others. Demianski et al. [38] found low j 0 values, including results with Λ more than 2σ away (though within 3σ), with variations of approximately j 0 ≃ 0.1 − 0.9 for their different fits. This tendency of extreme variability of the j 0 results for different fitting functions, expansion variables, and/or data sets has typically been a hallmark of the cosmographic studies [e.g., [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] done with these (and previous compilations of) SNe data. (We note that Zhai et al. [41] do get results that are reasonably consistent with j 0 = 1 from their SNe-only fits using the Union2.1 data; but since their modeling uses complicated fitting functions for j(z), with unknown implications in terms of "equivalent priors", their study is closer in spirit to using dynamical DE models for w(z), rather than that of doing straight series-based cosmographic fits for j 0 .)
The important point to take away from these discrepant results, is not that one must strive to find the "right" fitting function, variables, or data sets -but that there is no absolutely "right" set of parameters. Philosophically, it is clear that we are still in regime where 'observations are theory-laden' as far at the Type Ia SNe standard candle data are concerned, due to very large scatter and uncertainties in even the best available SNe data. The essential difficulty was explained and quantified (though with older SNe data) in a landmark study by Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] , in which they showed how the variability of parameter estimations is due to Hubble series truncation, because of the small number of terms that could be estimated from the data: fewer modeled terms leads to greater "model-building uncertainty" (referring to the fragility of the output results, when different fitting models are used); but more modeled terms leads to greater statistical uncertainty in the estimated value of each term (thus potentially leading to unphysical parameter values). Thus one cannot do better than a "sweet spot" which balances the uncertainty due to series truncation, versus the limited statistical power of the SNe data in hand.
The core of their study involved a comprehensive collection of fits with a large set of different fitting functions -including not just the traditional luminosity distance d L (z), but four other distance indicator functions as well, all related to d L by different powers of (1 + z). Furthermore, beyond considering Hubble series expanded in the (traditional) redshift variable z, they also fit the data to series expansions in the "y-redshift" variable, y ≡ z/(1 + z) -an expansion parameter obviously more reliable for series convergence when including SNe data with z > 1, since one has y < 1 for all finite z. Their full set of simulations clearly indicated the extent to which a true knowledge of higher-order parameters (like j 0 ) was limited by model-building uncertainties due to Hubble series truncation, over and above the normal uncertainty that one expects from statistical and systematic errors.
For the more recent cosmographic studies done using the Union2 SNe data, while different models often were included to obtain an interesting variety of fits, the kind of comprehensive analysis along the lines of Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] -i.e., applying a full set of fitting functions and parameters to the same data set -still remains necessary, as well as being interesting and fairly straightforward to do. While arguments may be made [e.g., 37 , 40] to justify focusing on one particular type of fitting model (typically the luminosity distance d L (z)), on the basis that it is somehow better adapted to the SNe data (or perhaps that it is sanctioned by cosmological tradition), this approach unfortunately does not permit one to properly observe the effects of model-building uncertainties within the data set under consideration.
What we present in this paper, therefore, is a systematically-designed study of the SCP Union2.1 data set (a compilation of 580 Type Ia SNe passing all data cuts), with a full set of best-fit functions that includes: (i) five different distance indicator functions; (ii) expansions done using both z-redshift and y-redshift; and, as was done in [40] for the Union2 SNe, but not by Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] , or by many others: (iii) polynomial fits using a number of different polynomial orders (here with functions possessing 3, 4, 5, and 6 fitted parameters, respectively). From our overall set of 5×2×4 = 40 fits, it will be clear that the value of the jerk parameter j 0 cannot yet be narrowed down with great precision, even using the extensive Union2.1 SNe compilation (while again noting that such supernovae represent the only kind of data capable at this time of serving as a continuous tracer over nearly the entire acceleration epoch, as well as being the data most amenable to assumption-free cosmography [37] ). An informal estimate of our constraints results in a range for the jerk parameter of approximately j 0 ∼ −9 to +10, which while being completely consistent with a Cosmological Constant (i.e., j 0 ≡ 1), still remains far from providing a stringent test of the more dynamical forms of Dark Energy.
II. COSMOGRAPHIC METHODOLOGY
Due to the expansion of the universe, the definition of distance in cosmology (between an early emitter and a later observer) is fundamentally ambiguous. For example, one may define the "luminosity distance" d L (z) from the relationship between measured energy flux F of an emitting "standard candle", and its known luminosity L, as follows [17] :
This definition sets the luminosity distance equal to d L ≡ a 0 r(1 + z), where a 0 is the present-day scale factor and r is the comoving coordinate distance to the emitting object (e.g., a supernova), so that the product (a 0 · r) is equal to the real instantaneous distance to the emitting object at the time of observation (i.e., now), regardless of emission redshift z. Alternatively, one could define an "angular diameter distance" d A (z) from the relationship between the measured angular size θ of a "standard ruler", and its known physical diameter D, as [17] :
−2 , founded upon photon number conservation for travel along null geodesics [42] .
There is, however, no end to the different types of distance indicator functions which one may introduce; for example [30] , one could also consider the "photon flux
−3/2 ; and/or any other distance indicator function related by various powers or functions of (1 + z). Now all of these distance scale functions, despite their evocative names, are all equally good expressions that can be expanded as Hubble series in terms of z (or y) and be fit to any type of cosmological data set that one wishes, in order to obtain valid cosmological parameters. The common notion that, "we're fitting luminosity data, so we should use luminosity distance", has little basis beyond the convenience of sticking to common tradition. (Note that the physical quantity actually received by telescopes is the flux,
L ; or alternatively, that the data made publicly available is typically [e.g., 22] reported in magnitudes, (m−M ) ∝ log(d L ). Either of those more relevant functions of z would yield a very different fit than d L , itself.) If pressed, we would argue that the most trustworthy distance scale is d P ≡ a 0 r, since -besides conveniently being the median choice of the five common functions defined above -it possesses no intrinsic factor of (1 + z), and thus is neither artificially suppressed to zero, nor boosted to huge values, for large-z; yet we follow our own prescription in this paper, and do not limit our considerations here to d P alone.
The key realization by Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] , was that the use of a different distance function to fit the same data ends up yielding radically different results. In particular, the best-fit value of a particular cosmological parameter will be changed, from one distance scale function to the next, in an evenly-spaced manner (as they found from fitting the data, and explained through a simple series-based theoretical argument). Thus by defining new functions for different distance scales in either direction (i.e., by multiplying and dividing by (1 + z) N/2 ), one could apparently produce any value for (H 0 , q 0 , j 0 , . . .) that one could wish for, assuming that there is no clear physical argument explaining where to stop fitting with new functions (other than the finite lifetimes of the scientific researchers themselves!).
Since it seems impossible that one could get any different result from different fits to the same actual data set, the equal-spacing of best-fit parameters must eventually break down, due to nonlinear interactions between Taylor series parameters [30] . Therefore, when one can go all the way from d L to d A (and beyond) with the model-tomodel value for a particular best-fit parameter ultimately changing by a fairly limited total amount, then one could reasonably say that this parameter has 'converged', and that enough fitting parameters (i.e., series terms) have been included so that the model-building uncertainties are now sub-dominant compared to the statistical and systematic errors. Our main conclusion in this paper, however, is that for j 0 estimates from the Union2.1 SNe compilation, we are simply not there yet.
Complete expressions for the Hubble series (up to three polynomial terms, the minimum number required to estimate j 0 ) for all of these functions of interest are given in [30] (and their many related references). This includes
. Furthermore, series expressions are also are given for these functions in the form, ln{[d L (z)]/z}, etc., which conveniently removes an artificial monotonic increase (with increasing z) in the plotted and fitted functions, that occurs in the raw luminosity distance independently of any actual acceleration or deceleration. Also very convenient is the fact that these logarithmic forms allow us to directly compare the functions to the available data and its statistical uncertainties (both of which are reported in magnitudes), without having to first exponentiate the data and its sigma values. Given these various advantages, we have indeed found that fits to the logarithmic forms yield more stable and more physically reasonable cosmological parameters; and so we present and discuss only those fit results in this paper, using the ten different series expansions given by Cattoën and Visser [30] 
As one example case to demonstrate explicitly, consider the expansion:
, (2) where we have already assumed flatness here -i.e., we have set terms like (j 0 +Ω 0 ) equal to (j 0 +1) in the above expression, and in all series expansions considered in this paper. (This is done for simplicity, since model-building uncertainties will prevent us from obtaining estimates of j 0 at the precision of ∼σ Ω0 , in any case.) The Union2.1 compilation data is described in Suzuki et al. [22] , and the data itself is publicly available from the Supernova Cosmology Project website, http://supernova.lbl.gov/Union. Their "Magnitude vs. Redshift Table" lists (z, µ, σ µ ) for each Type Ia SN, where µ is the "distance modulus" and σ µ is the distance modulus statistical error (each given to 12 significant figures). The distance modulus (defined by the relationship between apparent and absolute magnitude), µ ≡ (m App − M Abs ), is related to the luminosity dis-
[(µ+5) /5] . Equivalently (and now in Mpc), we have:
(along with a similar expression for converting σ µ to σ dL ). It is then trivial to convert this value of ln(d L ) for each supernova into any form required -e.g., ln(d P /y) -for comparison to expansions such as given in Equation 2.
Now consider a fitting polynomial of the form:
This function, going up to order y n , will possess N ≡ (n + 1) optimizable parameters; and when fit to a SNe data set with a total of i supernovae (where i = 580 for Union2.1), will result in a best-fit with (i − N ) degrees of freedom. Specifically, we compute the quantity:
where (d i , σ i ) are the data point and uncertainty (for the i th supernova), given whatever form of the data we are working on -e.g., ln{[d P (y)]/y}, for the example described here. This χ 2 is then minimized in order to determine the best-fit values of (p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p n ), for this form of fitting function. (Note that we do not include systematic errors in Equation 4, or other possible error terms that could be added in -e.g., dispersion due to peculiar velocities [44] . For this analysis, in which we show the great sensitivity of best-fit parameters to different fitting functions, we "conservatively" consider the SCP-reported statistical errors only; other sources of error would make the constraints on j 0 even weaker than we will show it to be already.)
Once these best-fit polynomial coefficients have been determined, we can invert the appropriate Hubble series expansion to obtain the best-fit cosmological parameters corresponding to them. For the example discussed here (ln{[d P (y)]/y}), we compare Equations 2 and 3 to obtain:
Additionally, from the Friedmann Robertson-Walker acceleration equation [17] plus the definition of q 0 (see above), one obtains the result that for cosmic contents possessing a uniform (or averaged) EoS (at time t 0 ) of w 0 ≡ P 0 /ρ 0 , one has: q 0 = (1 + 3w 0 )/2. This formula can then be inverted as follows:
Note, though, that this above EoS, w 0 ≡ w Obs 0 , does not represent the equation of state of the "Dark Energy" component by itself; rather, it represents the effective total equation of state of all of the cosmic contents averaged together, as inferred from observations of the overall evolution.
If one wishes, it is not difficult to relate these observed (i.e., cosmographic) parameters, (w DE (z), given some particular parameterization. Specifically, using the popular Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) parameterization [27, 28] 
, along with the assumption of spatial flatness, one can obtain the following relationships [45] :
which makes obvious sense; and: The formulas in Equations 7,8 allow one to convert our cosmographic parameter results (to be given in the following section) to dynamical EoS parameters, if one so desires; though we note again (as touched upon in the Introduction) that the two cosmographic parameters, (w . One therefore requires an auxiliary assumption to be made in order to convert cosmographic constraints into Dark Energy constraints. For example, one could fix the Dark Energy density from some recent CMB measurement (e.g., Ade et al. [26] ); though such Ω DE estimates are very sensitive to which combination of data sets one prefers to use. Alternatively, one could assume a constant EoS model (i.e., w DE a ≡ 0); though again, this may subject one to strong "Mirage of w = −1" effects [23] . Lastly, one could apply some other preferred condition -such as specifically considering "freezing models" (i.e., w DE 0 ≃ −1). In this paper, however, we will be satisfied to leave the results in cosmographic form, since it is not difficult to convert our numbers into other DE EoS parameters of interest.
Lastly, though we need to go at least up to O(y 2 ) -i.e., N = (n + 1) = 3 polynomial terms -in order to estimate j 0 , we could of course use any number of terms in our fitting polynomial (e.
. Those higher-order coefficients -that is, the best-fit p n for n > 2 -could in principle be used to calculate higher-order cosmographic terms, such as "snap" s 0 and "crackle" c 0 (e.g., Xia et al. [37] ), and so on. But given the fact that we cannot really trust this SNe data compilation to constrain any terms beyond j 0 -and also, since j 0 alone is enough to provide a stern test of the Cosmological Constant -the information in higher-order coefficients is superfluous to us here. Nevertheless, it is beneficial to use as many polynomial terms as possible, in order to minimize model-building uncertainties due to error from series truncation. On the other hand, this must be balanced against the fact that increasing the number of fitting terms, while reducing the number of degrees of freedom, significantly increases the statistical error in the best-fit values of all of the polynomial coefficients. This not only causes the higher-order terms to be unreliable, but also ruins the estimated values of the lower-order cosmological parameters (as we will see below), when too many fitting terms are used.
In Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] , they applied their Ftest of additional terms (more on this below) to demonstrate that there was no statistical justification (within the limitations of their older SNe data sets) for going beyond the minimum order needed to estimate j 0 , and so they went no further than n = 2 (i.e., N = 3). In our calculations (now using the Union2.1 compilation), we will see that the situation is more complicated, with higherorder polynomial terms preferred in some cases; but even beyond this, we will see that it is intrinsically interesting to see how the fit results change when the polynomials go bad, since "bad" cosmological parameters from the fitting process can be completely obvious when they occur, independently of the (somewhat mixed) indications one gets from the F -test results. To that end, in this paper we will use four different orders of fitting functions for all cases; that is, we will do fits with N = {3, 4, 5, 6} fitting terms -going (respectively) up to O(y 2 ), O(y 3 ), O(y 4 ), and O(y 5 ) -for each variety of distance indicator function and redshift parameter (z as well as y) considered.
III. COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETER RANGES RESULTING FROM THE COSMOGRAPHIC FITS
First, it is instructive to examine the behavior of the cosmographic fits themselves, so we begin by considering an example fit depicted in Figure 1 . This graph shows the SNe data in terms of photon distance, ln(d P /y), plotted against its four relevant y-redshift polynomial fits. (Note that with y = z/(1 + z) and
; though expanding and fitting as a function of y instead of z nevertheless leads to significantly different best-fit cosmological parameters.)
From this plot, it is clear that while all four fitting functions are virtually identical over the redshift range for which SNe data exists, the two higher-order polynomials (N = 5 and N = 6) become very poorly constrained as soon as the data runs out, for y > ∼ 0.59 (i.e., z > ∼ 1.4). This behavior accurately foreshadows the results to be given below, in which it seems generally clear that we can safely go one polynomial term beyond the minimum required for estimating j 0 -that is, up to the N = 3 and N = 4 cases -but if one tries to go beyond 4 optimizable coefficients, then the fitted cosmological parameters begin going very bad. Figure 1 also provides a strong indication that the main limitation for distinguishing different Dark Energy models may no longer be a matter of the quantity (or perhaps even the quality) of the data, but may now rather be primarily a question of the redshift range over which one can acquire a substantial sample of Type Ia SNe. This is true because higher-order polynomial terms are needed in order to retain accuracy of the Taylor series farther out from the center of the expansion -i.e., far from z = 0 or y = 0, where high-order series terms become non-negligible -and it is only precise measurements over a long baseline in redshift that would be capable of mapping out a slow, subtle evolution of the DE equation of state. But if higher-order fits with a sufficient number of optimizable parameters (in cosmographic or dynamical DE studies) cannot yet be trusted to produce reliable output parameters (due to the lack of data at high enough redshift), then model-building uncertainties cannot be controlled, and the DE EoS cannot be known even to the precision that would appear to be allowable by the statistical (and systematic) precision of the data. Even for other recent SN data collections besides Union2.1, there only seems to be a small handful of Type Ia SNe observed so far at very high redshift [46] . For example, the SNLS3 compilation [47] [48] [49] also goes up only to z ≃ 1.4 (in fact, they remove their single SN with z > 1.4, due to its unknown Malmquist bias [48] ). Beyond the challenge of achieving a sufficient sensitivity for detecting very faint SNe at great distances, there is also the inconvenient fact of declining SNe rates towards higher redshift, due to the finite evolution times needed for various Type Ia SN progenitor systems [50, 51] . However, if search programs such as CANDELS+CLASH can indeed eventually detect ∼10 (or perhaps even more) SNe above z ∼ 1.5 [46] , then this would become a watershed moment in our ability to make determinations of the DE EoS that are no longer hypersensitive to the specific type of Dark Energy model used.
Without further preliminary, we now present the output cosmological parameters derived (as per Equations 5-6) from our cosmographic polynomial fits. The results from the expansions and fits in z-redshift are listed in Table I , and those for y-redshift are listed in Table II . These parameter estimation results are interesting and very much in line with our expectations from the prior studies by Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] . First, there is indeed a jump in each parameter value when going from one distance indicator function to the next, and the jumps are quite regularly spaced -within a given polynomial order n, and for the same redshift variable -just as expected. Furthermore, the variation in the results for different distance function fits is particularly large when fewer polynomial orders are used, making the effects of model-building error due to series truncation very obvious.
For convenience in this discussion, we define the following terminology: let "C N X (R)" represent the best-fit value of cosmological parameter "C 0 " (C ∈ {H, q, w, j}), estimated with distance function d "X ′′ (X ∈ {L, F, P, Q, A}), when expanded in redshift variable "R" (R ∈ {z, y}), using N terms in the polynomial expansion (N ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}). So for example, H upon the number of terms used in the fit. For example, ∆ LA q 3 (z) = 0.346, rendering the N = 3 case almost useless for getting precision measurements of the strength of the acceleration (and thus of the DE EoS, w 0 ); while the N = 6 case produces the dramatically more stable result of ∆ LA q 6 (z) = 0.007. And considering our interest in testing Λ via precision measurements of j 0 , we note that ∆ LA j 6 (z) = 0.199 (seemingly a manageably small variation), but the N = 3 case yields ∆ LA j 3 (z) = 3.324, making the probative value of the results quite dubious.
To visualize the situation, consider Figure 2 , in which we depict the how the model-building uncertainty in H 0 (i.e., its variation from ln{[d L (z)]/z} to ln{[d A (z)]/z}) depends greatly upon the number N of polynomial terms used. There we see that even though there is a discrepancy (which is worrisome enough) between H 6 X (z) ∼ 69.6 (with "X" here representing all five cases, X ∈ {L, F, P, Q, A}), versus H 4 X (z) and H 5 X (z) (which hover around ∼70.0 − 70.14), these differences pale in comparison next to the variation in the N = 3 case, which goes beyond those estimates on both sides, drifting all the way from H As we have seen, this problem is even worse for the jerk parameter, as it represents the third-order term in the series expansions. Not only did we have ∆ LA j 3 (z) = 3.324 for the z-redshift fits, but for the y-redshift fits -in other words, the ones that actually make sense in terms of the Taylor series convergence criterion, y < 1 -we have ∆ LA j 3 (y) = 7.076, which is not nearly good enough for precision tests of Λ.
We are therefore strongly motivated to go beyond the N = 3 case, using as many optimizable parameters as possible. But can we? The N = 6 case would appear to be particularly promising, with ∆ LA j 6 (z) = 0.199 (as noted previously); and the y-redshift fits are almost as good, with ∆ LA j 6 (y) = 0.616. (And the variations in the observed cosmological equation of state w Obs 0 ≡ w 0 , and relatedly q 0 , are so small -i.e., ∆ LA q 6 (z) = 0.005, ∆ LA q 6 (y) = 0.009 -that one could seemingly claim that these fitting results had converged to the point where estimations of the overall magnitude of the cosmic acceleration are no longer model-dependent.)
Unfortunately, however, a cursory examination shows that these high-order fits make little physical sense, cosmologically. For w 0 , though estimates still vary somewhat from analysis to analysis in general, dynamical fits for the Dark Energy density and EoS using top-level data sets [e.g., 22, 26] 
∼ −1).
Compare that result to those from Table 7 of Suzuki et al. [22] , which -over all of their cases, and including both statistical and systematic error ranges -gives a total estimated range for the DE EoS evolution parameter of w The reason for these poor cosmological estimates, is the large statistical error in the fitting parameters for polynomial fits with too many optimizable terms, allowing unphysical excursions of the fitting functions at high redshift. (When we study j 3 X (y) and j 4 X (y) later, it will be demonstrated how choosing a larger N increases the error bars on the best-fit parameters.) Thus we can conclude that the information content in the Union2.1 data set (most significantly on the high-redshift end) is simply insufficient for one to extract N = 6 optimizable parameters from it (and for y-redshift fits, one cannot extract even N = 5 parameters from it.) And given the high degree of model-building uncertainty that we have already seen above for the N = 3 fits, the best hope now seems to be that the fits with N = 4 parameters will yield j 0 (and w 0 ) values that are both reasonably model-independent and statistically well-constrained (thus having physically believable values). We will see that this goal can only be moderately well achieved for now, with substantial room remaining for improvement.
First, though, the notion of "good" and "bad" fits can be put on a more quantitative footing, by considering the F -test of additional terms for each case. We fol- low Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] , being careful about noting the difference between the highest order n of the fitting polynomial (e.g., O(z n )), versus the number of fitting parameters, N = (n + 1). Thus we quantify the improvement in going from a fit (to the 580 SNe data points) using N parameters (with chi-square value "χ 
Since this statistic follows an F -distribution with ν 1 = 1 and ν 2 = [580 − (N + 1)], we can define the "F -test probability of improvement" (when going from N to (N + 1) fitting terms), as:
(10) For each of the fits described above, we calculated χ 2 N and used those values to compute F χ (and thus F Prob. ) in going from the next-lowest-N case to that one; the resulting numbers are given in Table III (for the z-redshift fits) and Table IV (for y-redshift). Note that these are the exact same fits whose cosmological parameters were given above, in Tables I and II ; though here the fits are grouped together differently, to better demonstrate the effects of increasing N .
As stated previously, the results are mixed, and somewhat contrary to expectations. For z-redshift, adding a fitting term to go from N = 3 to N = 4 only seems to create a significant improvement in the fit for d L and d F (and maybe for d P ); and in no case does going up to N = 5 seem to be preferred by the F -tests. Yet as can be seen in Table I , the cosmological parameters found for the N = 4 and N = 5 fits seem perfectly reasonable and well behaved. Furthermore, the results in Table III seem to show that if one has already gone up to N = 5 for the z-redshift fits, then one might as well go up to N = 6; but this is contrary to our conclusions above, that the cosmological parameters from the N = 6 fits are quite implausible. Now for the y-redshift fits, Table IV does not indicate a strong preference for N = 4 over N = 3 in any case but d A (though it is moderately favored in two of the other four cases), despite the fact that the cosmological parameters from Table II for N = 4 (e.g., w 4 X (y)) were extremely reasonable for all five distance functions. On the other hand, we have seen how the y-redshift cosmological parameters start going very wrong already by N = 5, yet the F -test results in Table IV indicate the opposite -that if one has already gone to N = 4, then going to N = 5 would be generally favored. But this is obviously not a safe conclusion.
To sum up the lessons from these conflicting results, it seems generally acceptable to conclude that: (i) the N = 6 fits are bad in all cases; (ii) N = 5 might be okay for z-redshift (not for y), but should be viewed with suspicion; and, (iii) the N = 4 fits are probably the best bet for z-redshift, and seem to be either preferred or reason- ably safe for y-redshift. This last conclusion, assuming it to be trustworthy, represents a notable improvement in the Union2.1 data over the older SNe data sets -Riess Gold06 [44] and SNLS legacy05 [52] -that were used in Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32 ], since they were not able to go beyond the bare minimum number of parameters needed for estimating j 0 ; that is, beyond N = 3. Given these guidelines, we now know which fits to regard seriously in considering cosmographic estimates of j 0 . First, for z-redshift, Figure 3 plots the best-fit values of the jerk parameter for the three different cases, N = (3, 4, 5).
It is clear from this plot that a Cosmological Constant is quite consistent with the z-redshift results, with the N = 3 and N = 4 fits effectively bracketing j 0 = 1 over the set of five distance indicator functions. While the (least reliable) N = 5 case does not quite reach that value (instead maxing out at j 5 A (z) = 0.855), it appears that this level would be reached if the set continued for just one more distance function past our arbitrary cut-off at d A . (And the flat ΛCDM value of j 0 = 1 would easily be within 1σ of any of these five j 5 X (z) values, given the undoubtedly huge statistical uncertainties in the parameters from the N = 5 fits.) The main result to take away here, though, is that although Λ is consistent with these z-redshift cosmographic fits to Union2.1, the variation in the results due to model-building uncertainty remains too large to conduct a stringent test of the Cosmological Constant, with approximate ranges of j (On the other hand, if one wishes to read the tea leaves a bit, then it is interesting that the best (smallest-χ 2 ) N = 3 fit -i.e., the one using d Q -is where the fit quality is almost indistinguishable between N = 3 and N = 4, and is also where their jerk parameter trends cross, with j 3 Q (z) ∼ j 4 Q (z) ∼ 1.5 − 1.6. But however interesting, one cannot infer any statistically significant meaning for this narrow subrange of j 0 .)
As implied above, any conclusions at all that are drawn from Hubble series expansions in z must be regarded as questionable -regardless of how traditional a variable the z-redshift is considered to be -due to the fact that a Taylor series in z will not converge for z ≥ 1. (Similarly problematical is the idea of a polynomial fit that is required to have meaning out to z → ∞; when in truth such a curve must eventually run away to positive or negative infinity, based upon the sign of its highest-order term.) Recent supernova compilations have significant numbers of SNe with redshifts greater than unity which must be included in any cosmological fit using Hubble series expansions; and the SCP Union2.1 data set, in particular, has roughly ∼30 Type Ia SNe with z > ∼ 1. Also, given our earlier discussion regarding Figure 1 in which the importance of the high-redshift end of the data for constraining the DE EoS was made explicit, it is clear that the series convergence issue will be a primary concern for all future fitting of supernova standard candle data. In short, the y-redshift variable (or something similar) must replace z-redshift in such studies.
Ironically, despite being a more mathematically sound variable to use [31] , the results with y never look as good as those with z-redshift, since not only is there much more fit-to-fit variability (i.e., larger model-building uncertainty) in the parameters computed from the yredshift fits, but the statistical error bars on those parameters themselves are also significantly larger. As these same trends can be seen in the results from Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] , and since z is not an appropriate variable to use going forward, we must regard the weaker constraints from y-redshift fits as an inevitable feature of cosmography. The cause of the greater variability is likely due to the fact that y ≡ z/(1 + z) maps the initial redshift range z ∈ [0, ∞] onto the range y ∈ [0, 1] -or more specifically for the Union2.1 SNe, it maps z ∈ [0.015, 1.4] onto y ∈ [0.015, 0.59] -and since the Hubble series expansions consist of terms in which the cosmological parameters are multiplied by powers of z (or y), in order to produce a similar adjustment in a given fitting function with a smaller effective "lever arm" in the redshift variable (i.e., given y instead of z), greater variations in the cosmological parameters are required. But regardless of the detailed mechanism or magnitude of the relative weakness of y-redshift fitting constraints, this is the expansion variable which one must use to fit high-redshift data properly.
In order to produce a credible range for j 0 from the y-redshift fits, we must calculate sigmas for its estimated values. But since the main goal of our paper is to demonstrate the continuing importance of the effects of modelbuilding uncertainty upon cosmological parameter estimation (rather than to provide gold-standard ranges for the parameters themselves), a simple calculation of the error bars for j 0 should be more than sufficient here.
First, note that in the expansions for ln{[d X (y)]/y} for all of the distance functions d X [30] , the third term -being of order O(y 2 ), and the one from which we extract j 0 -always takes a similar form (compare Equation 2 above):
2 , with just the value of "Const." changing. Making the (very reasonable [22, 26] ) assumption that the large majority of uncertainty in this term is due to uncertainty in the jerk parameter -i.e., (σ Ω0 , σ q0 ) ≪ σ j0 -the error in this polynomial coefficient term p 2 (as defined in Equation 3) will approximately satisfy σ p2 ≃ 4σ j0 /24. Hence, we make the approximation:
To obtain σ p2 for each individual polynomial fit to the data, we use standard statistical methods [e.g., 53] for least-squares fitting. For the N = 3 case (for example), with chi-square as defined via Equation 4 , we can use the conditions:
]/dp 2 = 0, to derive three simultaneous equations that can be solved to obtain analytical expressions for the best-fit coeffi- 
We then turn this expression for the variance of the fit, into one for the variance of polynomial coefficient p 2 :
where the terms (∂p 2 /∂d i ) are computed by differentiating the summed products described above. Equations 11-13 together thus produce a rough estimate of σ j0 for each best-fit polynomial. This error analysis is obviously a very streamlined version of that done in Cattoën and Visser [30, 31, 32] , with many simplifying assumptions being made (e.g., neglecting correlations between the residuals, etc.); but the resulting error bars on j 0 are certainly adequate for our limited purposes here.
The final jerk parameter uncertainties for the N = 3 and N = 4 y-redshift fits are listed in Table V. Here we see that σ{j adding a fourth optimizable parameter to the polynomial fits increases the statistical uncertainties on j 0 by a factor of ∼6. As we will see shortly, this weakening of the statistical constraints on the jerk parameter negates essentially all of the benefit gained in reducing the model-building uncertainty by going from N = 3 to N = 4 terms in the ln{[d X (y)]/y} series expansions. A plot of the estimated j 0 values (with their associated uncertainties) for these y-redshift SNe fits is shown in Figure 4 . The first conclusion that one can draw from this plot, is that the j 0 = 1 line for flat ΛCDM is entirely consistent with these results, so that there is no statistically meaningful evidence of a departure from the Cosmological Constant. (A qualitative impression that is visually apparent, in fact, is that "X marks the spot", in the sense that the N = 3 and N = 4 trends for j 0 actually appear to cross well within the range j 0 ∼ [0, 1] -specifically around j 0 ∼ 0.64 -and thus extremely close to unity, considering the large uncertainties involved. Though of course, there is no theoretical justification for claiming that this "trend-crossing region" represents any particularly reliable range of estimations.) Neglecting the statistical error bars for now, we see that increasing the number of series terms from N = 3 to N = 4 does in fact significantly reduce the amount of model-building uncertainty: From Table II (and as can be seen in Figure 4) On the other hand, since it is apparent in Figure 4 that the N = 3 trend of results has not "converged" in terms of model-building uncertainty -in the sense that trying more distance indicator functions beyond (d L , . . . , d A ) would clearly cause significantly further migration in the best-fit j 0 values -it appears that we cannot use the N = 3 results to create a reliable bound. While the N = 4 results do not quite "converge" in that sense, either, the variation in j 0 for different distance functions is considerably smaller; and so unless one chooses to give up on placing any bounds on j 0 at all, we must take the N = 4 case more seriously as a measure of the jerk parameter. Therefore, one cannot really do better than the constraint j 0 ∼ [−9.2, 9.8] using the current SNe data, without a significant infusion of new Type Ia supernova observations at the high-redshift range, z > ∼ 1.4.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, in this paper we have presented the results of a cosmographic study designed to test for deviations from the simplest model for an accelerating universeflat ΛCDM, containing only matter and a Cosmological Constant -by searching for tell-tale deviations of the jerk parameter from j 0 = 1. For this purpose, we have utilized the data set most adept at continuously tracing out the evolution of the universe over the accelerating epoch: Type Ia supernova standard candles, using magnitude data available from the SCP Union2.1 compilation.
Cosmological parameter estimates were derived from the data by performing polynomial fits, based upon Hubble series expansions, in powers of the cosmological redshift -using both the (traditional) z-redshift, and the newer y-redshift (y ≡ z/(1 + z)) -with the latter being more conducive to series convergence, given the recent abundance of supernova data with z SN > 1.
To test whether the resulting cosmological parameter estimates are still jeopardized by model-building uncertainties (rather than being "safely" limited by just statistical and/or systematic errors), we performed fits using (convenient logarithmic forms of) five different distance indicator functions: the luminosity distance (d L ), the photon flux distance (d F ), the photon count distance (d P ), the deceleration distance (d Q ), and the angular diameter distance (d A ). Furthermore, we performed fits using four different degrees of polynomial in each case, extracting a different number ("N ") of optimized coefficients (i.e., cosmological parameters) each timegoing up to N = (3, 4, 5, 6) (i.e., O(z 2 ) . . . O(z 5 ), or O(y 2 ) . . . O(y 5 )) -in order to test the balance between smaller model-building uncertainty for higher N (due to reduced series truncation error), versus higher statistical uncertainty in the fit coefficients (and thus implausible cosmological parameter estimates) for values of N larger than the number of measurable quantities that can be reliably extracted from the current SNe data.
Our first main conclusion, is that one cannot reliably extract more than four meaningful fitting parameters from the data, even using the full Union2.1 supernova compilation. Fits going beyond O(z 3 ) (or O(y 3 )) become visibly unconstrained as soon as the SNe data runs out at high redshift, around z > ∼ 1.4. Consequently, the resulting "best-fit" cosmological parameters become quite implausible (as compared to other respected estimates from the literature), particularly for the N = 6 case for z-redshift, and the N = (5, 6) cases for y-redshift. And for the z-redshift N = 5 case, even though the cosmological parameters (H 0 , q 0 , w 0 ) seem generally well-behaved (despite j 0 never reaching the Λ-required value of unity), the F -test of additional terms performed in each case never favors N = 5; specifically, the compounded likelihood of improvement (F Prob. ) in going from N = 3 to N = 4, and then to N = 5, is never greater than 10% for any of the z-redshift fits.
Therefore, we appear to be limited to four cosmological parameters extractable from the data, in total, until future surveys provide a sufficiently large number of highredshift Type Ia SNe (not just the handful available now) to be statistically robust.
1
In theory, the ability to extract four Hubble series parameters from the data would appear to be sufficient to not only accurately estimate the crucial jerk parameter, j 0 -in addition to the Hubble Constant, H 0 , and the deceleration parameter, q 0 -but also to estimate the snap parameter, s 0 . Unfortunately, however, N = 4 terms is not even enough to reliably disentangle estimates of j 0 from model-building uncertainties due to series truncation error. Thus for the N = 4 case, the z-redshift fits yield the broad range j 0 ∼ [0. 5, 2] , and the (more mathematically justified) y-redshift fits yield the broader range j 0 ∼ [−1.6, 2.2] -and each of these ranges are quoted without including statistical uncertainties on the best-fit values of the parameters. (Not to mention the fact that the model-building uncertainties never seem to stabilize in any N = 3 or N = 4 case, with j 0 looking as if it would keep migrating significantly if we were to travel in either direction, past d L or d A .)
Focusing specifically on the y-redshift fits for N = 3 and N = 4, and calculating simple estimates of the error bars for the jerk parameter, σ j0 , we see that going from N = 3 to N = 4 increases these statistical uncertainties by about a factor of ∼6 -so that the total range of j 0 estimates, with the error bars included, is actually broader for the N = 4 case (with its additional fitting parameter), despite the much larger model-building uncertainties for N = 3. Thus, with the sigmas (and considering the different distance functions used), for N = 3 we have ∆j 0 ∼ 9.6, but for N = 4 we have ∆j 0 ∼ 19. Considering that the model-building uncertainties for the N = 3 case are still very serious -the best-fit values of j 0 for N = 3 vary almost twice as much as those for N = 4, over the five different distance functions used -we choose to be "conservative" by choosing the best-fit parameters from the N = 4, y-redshift case as our "official" cosmological results from this paper. Thus we claim a range for the jerk parameter (including rough estimates of the statistical uncertainties) of j 0 ∼ [−9.2, 9.8]. As broad as this range is, unfortunately, this is about the best that one can reasonably do (however one may choose to slice the data), until a substantial amount of higher-redshift standard candle data can be acquired from future surveys.
In conclusion, we have seen that the value j 0 = 1 required for a flat universe with a Cosmological Constant is entirely consistent -sometimes remarkably consistent -with all of our more reliable Hubble series fits (i.e., the N = 3 and N = 4 cases, for z-and y-redshift). But the range within which one can confidently constrain the jerk parameter is still so broad (∆j 0 ∼ 19), that flat ΛCDM cannot be rigorously tested without a substantial influx of new data (such as the thousands of supernovae which should be discovered by the Dark Energy Survey [56] , and similar searches). Therefore, typical claims made in the literature these days of an extraordinary consistency with Λ must be considered with great care, as they may be due just as much to the relative simplicity (i.e., relatively few adjustable parameters) of flat ΛCDM models, as due to any real statistical preference for a Cosmological Constant over its various competing models.
